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The Byzantines were the successors of the Roman Empire in the East. Similarities with Western Europe among the
Byzantines included their common religion.

The Mongol advance continued. In the first place, the taifa states were not only politically weak, but they were
also at odds with each other. As goods moved north and south between the trade zones of the North Sea and
the Mediterranean, nobles along that north-south route realized that they could enrich themselves by taxing
markets. Indeed, often the rise of knights and castles meant that many peasants lost their freedom, becoming
serfs, unfree peasants who, although not property that could be bought and sold like slaves, were nevertheless
bound to their land and subordinate to those who controlled it. The custom among most pre-modern peoples
was that if a city resisted an attacking army, then it would be subject to sack and massacre of its population
were it to fall. From , their relationship became increasingly adversarial as each claimed the exclusive right to
appoint and depose bishops. Some of these continue and some of them don't. Eventually, this coalition of the
papacy and Lombard League inflicted a military defeat on Barbarossa at the Battle of Legnano, after which
Barbarossa was forced to concede a great deal of self-rule within the Empire to the Italian city-states. Many of
these old walled cities thus came to be re-occupied. Both the Byzantine emperor Romanos IV r. The outraged
emperor deposed all three and replaced them with his own candidate, Pope Leo IX r. The near constant
warfare both external attacks and civil wars of the tenth and eleventh centuries, however, meant that the kings
of West Francia gradually lost control over the more powerful nobles. Alexios was an able and clever military
commander who also possessed good long-term sense. Kings and other nobles would frequently give towns
the right to self-government, often in exchange for a hefty payment. The seat of power of the Roman Empire is
Rome. This empire also encompassed northern Italy and much of the territory west of the Rhine. Otto was the
most powerful ruler in Europe besides the Byzantine emperor. Once these books were in Christian hands,
Raymond, archbishop of Toledo r. To claim the Church was independent of lay control went against centuries
of practice. In the year of his election, he issued a call to crusade that ended up as a disaster. Now near the end
of what is called the Roman Empire, when Constantine comes around in the early fourth century, Christianity
gets legalized and Theodosius, who is the last emperor to rule over both east and west, he makes Christianity
the official religion. A raid depends on mobility, with the raiders able to kill people and seize plunder before
defending soldiers can arrive. A bishop in medieval Europe was a Church leader, with a cathedral church and
a palace. The patriarchs of Constantinople believed that the Roman pope had a place of honor because Peter
had resided in Rome, but they did not believe he had any authority over other patriarchs. This Investiture
Controversy would drag on for another four decades. In response, the patriarch excommunicated the pope. The
castle allowed a small number of soldiers to defend territory and was also a deterrent to raiders, since it meant
that quick plunder might not be possible. The warlords who controlled fiefs often did so by means of armed
fortresses called castles. The compromise was that clergy would choose bishops, but that the emperor could
decide disputed elections. By the end of the twelfth century, the univer-sities of Bologna, Paris, and Oxford
had become self-governing institutions and would serve as the foundation of the university system of the
Western world that exists to the present day. These knights too had come south to the Mediterranean in search
of new lands. A crusade was a war declared by the papacy against those perceived to be enemies of the
Christian faith usually, but not always, Muslims. Although Muslims under Christian rule faced civil
disabilities similar to the dhimmi status of Jews and Christians in Muslim-ruled lands, they had a broad array
of rights and protections. Now religion, for most of Roman history, their religion is the Roman Pantheon. In
Spain, the movement of the Christian kingdoms of northern Spain to expand their territory at the expense of
Muslim al-Andalus would come to be known as the Reconquista , the reconquest. Another reason for the
growth of towns came with a revival of trade in the eleventh century. In other videos, we will talk about the
eventual spiritual split between east and west, the Latin Christian church and the Greek Christian church and
they're going to diverge more and more as we go into the year when there is the official Great Schism. Model
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empires, the world was left in a period of chaos with little structure in most areas. The church following the
pope which we will refer to as the Catholic Church for the sake of conve-nience , had a creed in its liturgy that
said that God the Holy Spirit proceeds both from God the Father and from God the Son. The city of Jerusalem
was where Jesus Christ was said to have been crucified, to have died, and to have risen from the dead see
Chapter Six. Also, the emperors were able to transition smoothly into the role of all powerful Christian
monarchs. Although the popes failed to achieve everything they sought, they did gain limited independence of
the Church, and they succeeded almost completely in ending the practice of simony. By the s, Christian Spain
was on the defensive once again. In terms of governance, especially under the Roman Empire, the notion of a
province was the main subdivision under which the empire was governed.


